
In the past, manufacturing fi rms, landfi lls, and water & wastewater treatment facilities 
needed to buy and maintain expensive equipment and software for emissions and 
odor monitoring.  GlobeOwl Solutions Inc. has created a cloud-based, data- and 
hardware-as-a-service solution to transform emissions monitoring, while cutting 
capital expenditures and operational costs.

GlobeOwl’s on-site sensors transmit data to its analytics, modelling, alerting and 
reporting software hosted on Intel® Cloud Service Provider, Amazon Web Services* 
(AWS), which recently upgraded its datacenter to include servers featuring Intel® 
Xeon® Scalable Processors.

Challenge
Emissions and odor monitoring was typically done by qualitative testing where a staff  
person walks a site and makes notes based on smell tests, or through the purchase 
and installation of hardware and monitoring software that could cost over a quarter of 
a million dollars. 

“Everybody was selling expensive equipment with maintenance contracts and end-of-
life issues,” recalls GlobeOwl President Marvin Elliot, noting staff  could be employed 
more productively elsewhere and that relying exclusively on staff  observations won’t 
provide consistent or accurate data.

Solution
GlobeOwl off ers a turnkey solution that includes hardware, communications 
and software as a monthly subscription, including on-site sensors with range of 
monitoring options.  Remote Monitoring Units are equipped with cellular radio 
technology to transmit data to GlobeOwl’s GoCloud* solution, hosted on AWS EC 2, 
which recently upgraded its datacentre to include servers powered by Intel® Xeon® 
Scalable processors.

Available services include on-demand, real-time emissions data presentation, 
alerting, reporting on historical trends, and predictive modelling comprising a time 
sequence of plume data maps.

Result
GlobeOwl customers move from non-scientifi c, subjective odor monitoring to 
quantitative data and analytics for less than the labour costs associated with staff  
doing “smell tests”.

And, rather than adding chemicals as a preventative odor control measure, GlobeOwl 
data provides customers with information to optimize operations and only add 
chemicals when required.

GlobeOwl’s data- and hardware-as-a-service starts at less than $100 a week, slashing 
the initial capital outlay of potentially more than quarter million dollars, while 
eliminating maintenance contracts, software updates and sensor end-of-life issues. 

GlobeOwl Solutions Inc. provides turn-
key air and water remote monitoring 
services for manufacturing companies, 
landfi ll operators, and water & 
wastewater treatment plants; through a 
cloud-based, data-as-a-service solution 
that provides accurate continuous 
data capture, remote alerts, reporting, 
and enhanced modelling capabilities, 
operators can optimize operations 
and satisfy safety and compliance 
requirements.
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IoT

By capturing sensor data in the fi eld for storage and analysis in the cloud, 
GlobeOwl Solutions Inc. is helping its customers to continuously monitor 
emissions and use the data and predictive modelling to optimize operations.

Cloud-Based Monitoring Optimizes 
Operations to Help Cut the Stink
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Costly, Complex Emissions Monitoring
Food manufacturing plants, landfi ll sites, and water & waste 
water treatment facilities need to mange odor and emissions 
to minimize complaints and, in some countries, comply with 
legislation. Many industries use chemicals and equipment to 
monitor their surrounding environment in an attempt to make 
sure odors and emissions are contained. 

“Before GlobeOwl, I was selling equipment that cost up to a 
million dollars and the sales cycle for traditional emissions 
monitoring services was up to 18 months, requiring extensive 
approvals, not to mention the need to address equipment 
maintenance and end-of-life issues,” recalls Elliot.

Companies know they need monitoring equipment to help 
avoid the costs of being shut down for emissions compliance 
issues.  One mining company Elliot worked with was losing $1 
million every day that they were shut down by regulators for 
non-compliance.

“There’s a real need for monitoring but the pricing and the 
time to close a deal made it hard to move forward, so many 
companies would just throw chemicals at their problem and 
only temporarily address the real issue.”

After working for an environmental company for many years, 
Elliot saw an opportunity to move from traditional hardware 
sales to a data-as-a-service model.

Making Emissions Monitoring a Service
“We decided to become a disruptor in this marketplace,” says 
Elliot, noting he presented the monitoring-as-a-service model 
to his previous employer but they weren’t interested.

For a small monthly fee, GlobeOwl’s emissions monitoring-
as-a-service solution eliminates upfront equipment  purchase 
costs and maintenance issues, and gives companies all the 
hardware and software they need.  Remote monitoring units are 
customized to monitor a range of properties including, but not 
limited to gases and odor, weather, water leaks, vibration, pH, 
temperature and turbidity.

The remote equipment uses cellular communications to 
transmit site data to GlobeOwl’s cloud-based software platform 
for alerting, analysis and accurate reporting. Alerts are issued 
as set conditions are met so companies can act before the calls 
about smell start coming in.

Dispersion modelling uses weather station data like wind 
speed, direction and temperature with emissions rate to plot 
where the smell is going and in what concentrations (called 

a plume). Operators can plot historical trends and predictive 
models from a single dashboard.

GlobeOwl selected AWS because they could create separate 
instances of their solution to meet customer privacy 
requirements. And, since AWS recently upgraded its datacentre 
to include servers powered by Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors, 
GlobeOwl knew it would be responsive to client loads.

Developing complex algorithms and testing software requires 
responsive PCs that can handle multitasking. GlobeOwl staff  
depend on desktop PCs featuring Intel® HD graphics and 
powered by the Intel® Core™ processor family to build and 
support their analysis and visualization software.

Cutting the Cost of Scientific, Real-Time Data
GlobeOwl customers, like a major US cheese manufacturer, 
can see how ramping up production during certain weather 
conditions changes their odor profi le and when chemicals are 
needed to mitigate it.  Instead of adding chemicals or agitating 
to reduce potential odor, they now know exactly what their odor 
profi le is and when to intervene, allowing them to optimize their 
operations, reducing energy and chemical use by up to 25%.

Since this company is surrounded by a wastewater treatment 
facility and another manufacturer, they also now have accurate 
data to respond to, and defend themselves, against odor 
complaints.

A landfi ll facility in Quebec was getting a lot of complaints 
about odors and had employed a person to take notes on 
the odor in town.  “They went from someone walking around 
smelling the air and taking notes to 24/7 monitoring and 
scientifi c data that’s accurate to a parts per billion range.”

The landfi ll uses the data to predict the odor impact on the 
community before it happens and adjusts its operations 
accordingly to eliminate or reduce the impact. In addition, 
as they continue to collect the data, patterns emerge and 
the operators better understand why changes occur and can 
further optimize their processes for increased effi  ciency.

“Data gets sticky,” says Elliot. “Our customers start using it and 
they want to know the numbers on an ongoing basis.  They feel 
like they have more control over their operations and get to 
understand their emissions profi le better.”

Where to Get More Information
Find the solution that’s right for your organization. Contact your 
Intel representative or visit www.intel.ca/smallbusiness
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